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Abstract. Regularized minimization problems with nonconvex, nonsmooth, perhaps non-
Lipschitz penalty functions have attracted considerable attention in recent years, owing to their
wide applications in image restoration, signal reconstruction and variable selection. In this paper,
we derive affine-scaled second order necessary and sufficient conditions for local minimizers of such
minimization problems. Moreover, we propose a global convergent smoothing trust region Newton
method which can find a point satisfying the affine-scaled second order necessary optimality condi-
tion from any starting point. Numerical examples are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
smoothing trust region Newton method.
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1. Introduction. In this paper, we consider the following nonsmooth uncon-
strained minimization problem

min
x∈ℜn

f(x) := θ(x) + λ
m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi x|), (1.1)

where θ : ℜn → ℜ+, φ : ℜ+ → ℜ+, λ ∈ ℜ+ and di ∈ ℜn, i = 1, · · · ,m.
We assume the objective function f has bounded level sets, the data fitting func-

tion θ is twice continuously differentiable and the penalty function φ satisfies the
following assumption.

Assumption 1.1.
(i) φ is differentiable in (0,∞) and φ′ is locally Lipschitz continuous in (0,∞).
(ii) φ is continuous at 0 with φ(0) = 0, φ′(0+) > 0 and φ′(t) ≥ 0 for all t > 0.

The function φ may not be convex, differentiable, and perhaps not even Lipschitz.
From (i) of Assumption 1.1, for any x ∈ ℜn, if dTi x ̸= 0, i = 1, . . . ,m then f is
differentiable and f ′ is locally Lipschitz continuous in a neighborhood of x. Note
that f may not be globally Lipschitz continuous in ℜn. From (ii) of Assumption 1.1,
φ(t) = 0 holds only at t = 0.

Many widely used penalty functions in variable selection, image restoration and
signal reconstruction satisfy Assumption 1.1. For example,

φ1(t) =
αt

1 + αt
, φ2(t) = log(αt+ 1), φ3(t) = tq,

φ4(t) = λ−(λ−t)2+/λ, φ5(t) =

∫ t

0

min{1, (α− τ/λ)+
α− 1

}dτ, φ6(t) =

∫ t

0

(1− τ

αλ
)+dτ,
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where the parameters q and α are positive numbers. Especially, α > 2 in φ5 and
α > 1 in φ6.

These penalty functions φi : ℜ+ → ℜ+, i = 1, . . . , 6 are called fraction penalty
[10, 35], Log-penalty [15], Lq penalty (or bridge penalty) [6, 18, 24], hard thresholding
penalty [3, 25, 27], smoothly clipped absolute deviation penalty [15], minimax concave
penalty [47], respectively.

It is clear that the minimization problem (1.1) is nonsmooth, nonconvex, perhaps
not even Lipschitz. This problem presents an uniform framework for a large class of
regularized minimization problems. For example the L2-Lq problem

min
x∈ℜn

∥Ax− b∥22 + λ∥x∥qq, (1.2)

where A ∈ ℜℓ×n, b ∈ ℜℓ, ∥x∥qq =
∑n

i=1 |xi|q, q ∈ (0, 1). It is shown that problem (1.2)
is strongly NP hard in [8]. The objective function in (1.2) is continuously differen-
tiable at x if x has no zero components, but it is not Lipschitz continuous at x if x has
zero components. Using a diagonal matrix diag(x) as a scaling matrix, Chen et al [9]
present affine-scaled first order and second order necessary conditions for local mini-
mizers of (1.2). However, such affine-scaled techniques can not be used for (1.1) with
penalty functions which are not twice differentiable at some nonzero points, such as
φ4, φ5, φ6. In this paper, we use orthogonal decomposition and optimality conditions
for LC1 optimization1 [23, 38] to present affine-scaled first order and second order
necessary conditions for local minimizers of (1.1). Moreover, we present a sufficient
optimality condition for local minimizers of (1.1). These optimality conditions provide
important theoretical properties of (1.1) at its local minimizers.

Most existing algorithms for solving a nonsmooth, nonconvex, Lipschitz uncon-
strained optimization problem minx∈Rn h(x) are designed to find a Clark stationary
point x∗ satisfying the first order necessary optimality condition

0 ∈ ∂h(x∗), ∂h(x) is the Clarke subdifferential at x∗

[2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 28]. If h is an LC1 function around x, then by Rademacher’s
theorem, h is almost everywhere twice differentiable in a neighborhood of x [11]. Let
D∇h be the set of points at which h is twice differentiable. The B-generalized Hessian
is defined by

∂2
Bh(x) = { lim

zk→x,zk∈D∇h

∇2h(zk)}

and the Clarke generalized Hessian is defined by ∂2h(x) = co∂2
Bh(x), where co means

the convex hull. We say x∗ satisfies the second order necessary optimality condition
[23] if

0 = ∇h(x∗) and ∀ a ∈ Rn, there is V ∈ ∂2h(x∗) such that aTV a ≥ 0,

where ∂2h(x∗) is the generalized Hessian of h at x∗ [11]. To the best of our knowledge,
for the first time, this paper presents an algorithm which can find a point satisfying an
affine-scaled second order necessary optimality condition for piecewise LC1, perhaps
non-Lipschitz optimization problems. This algorithm is based on smoothing approx-
imations and trust region Newton methods [31]. We call this method a smoothing
trust region Newton method.

1A function h : ℜℓ → ℜ is called an LC1 or C1,1 function around z if in a neighborhood of z, it
is continuously differentiable and its gradient ∇h is locally Lipschitz [23, 38].
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Smoothing approximations for solving nonsmooth optimization problems have
been studied for decades [2, 7, 10, 19, 33, 34, 41]. Trust region methods for solv-
ing nonsmooth optimization problems have also been studied for long time( see
[1, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 26, 29, 30, 37, 39, 44, 45] and the references therein). How-
ever, there is a little attention on combining smoothing approximations and trust
region methods. Recently, Cartis et al. [5] present a first order trust region algorithm
for a special class of nonsmooth, nonconvex optimization problems and prove that
the worst-case complexity of the algorithm is O(ϵ−2). However, the class of the nons-
mooth, nonconvex optimization problems studied in [1, 5] are compositions of convex
functions with smooth functions in the form: h(c(x)), where h : ℜℓ → ℜ is nons-
mooth, convex and c : ℜn → ℜℓ are smooth, which is not as general as the objective
function f in this paper. It should be pointed out that our approach and that of [1]
are very different, though both methods make use of smoothing functions. Bannert’s
method computes the trust region step by solving a nonsmooth trust region subprob-
lem and uses a smoothing function as a merit function to overcome the Maratos effect.
Our approach uses a smoothing function to approximate the nonsmooth function and
construct smooth trust region subproblems depending on the smoothing function.

In our smoothing trust region Newton method, a sequence of parameterized
smoothing functions is used to approximate the original nonsmooth function f . The
main advantage of this method is to make the use of the efficient trust region Newton
algorithm and code developed by Moré and Sorensen [31] for solving smooth subprob-
lems. By updating the smoothing parameter, the smoothing trust region Newton
method can find a point satisfying an affine-scaled second order necessary condition
of the original nonsmooth optimization problem (1.1).

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we construct smoothing func-
tions for the objective function f in (1.1) and present the smoothing trust region
Newton method. In section 3, we present the affine-scaled first order and second
order necessary conditions for local minimizers of (1.1). Moreover, we present a suf-
ficient condition for local minimizers of (1.1). In section 4, we derive convergence of
the smoothing trust region Newton method to points that satisfy the affine-scaled
first order and second order necessary conditions. In section 5, we report numerical
results for three often used testing problems to show the efficiency of the proposed
method for solving (1.1).

Throughout this paper, we use φ′(h(x)) to denote φ′(t)|t=h(x) for a function
h : ℜn → ℜ+ = [0,∞) and ∇φ(h(x)) = φ′(h(x))∇h(x).

2. Smoothing functions and a smoothing trust region Newton method.
Smoothing methods for optimization problems have been studied for decades [1, 2,
7, 19, 33, 34, 41]. Smoothing methods use a sequence of parameterized smooth func-
tions to approximate the original nonsmooth functions. The main advantage of the
smoothing methods is to make the use of efficient algorithms for smooth optimization.
By updating the smoothing parameter, the smoothing methods can solve the original
nonsmooth optimization problems.

2.1. Selection of smoothing functions. To develop a smoothing trust re-
gion Newton method for (1.1), we construct a C2 smoothing function f̃(·, µ) for the
objective function f(·) in (1.1). Since the first term θ of f is twice continuously dif-
ferentiable, we only need to construct a C2 smoothing function φ̃(·, µ) : ℜ+ → ℜ+ for
φ(·). In particular, we assume φ̃(·, µ) satisfies the following assumption.

Assumption 2.1. (Properties of smoothing function φ̃)
(1) For any µ > 0, φ̃(·, µ) is twice continuously differentiable in ℜ+ and 0 is the
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unique minimizer of φ̃(·, µ).
(2) For any µ > 0, φ̃′(0, µ) = 0, and for any t > 0, limµ↓0 φ̃

′′(t, µ) exists.
(3) For t > 0 and {tk} ⊂ ℜ+,

lim
µ↓0,tk→t

φ̃′(tk, µ) = φ′(t) and { lim
µ↓0,tk→t

φ̃′′(tk, µ)} ⊆ ∂2φ(t).

(4) For t ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ µ1 ≤ µ2,

φ̃(t, µ1) ≤ φ̃(t, µ2).

(5) For t ≥ 0 and µ > 0,

0 ≤ φ̃(t, µ)− φ(t) ≤ κ(µ), (2.1)

where κ(µ) : ℜ+ → ℜ+ satisfies limµ↓0 κ(µ) = 0 and κ(µ1) ≤ κ(µ2) for µ1 ≤ µ2.
From (2.1), we have that for {tk} ⊂ ℜ+ and t ∈ ℜ+,

lim
µ↓0,tk→t

φ̃(tk, µ) = φ(t).

For the six penalty functions given in section 1, we can easily construct their
smoothing functions satisfying Assumption 2.1. In particular, we can use a smoothing
function for the plus function (t)+ to construct their smoothing functions, since we
have

|t| = (−t)+ + (t)+, and min(1, t) = 1− (1− t)+

and a smooth composition of smoothing functions is a smoothing function [7].
For example, using the following smoothing function

ŝ(t, µ) =
1

2
(t+

√
t2 + 4µ2)

of (t)+, we can define smoothing functions

s(t, µ) =
√
t2 + 4µ2 and š(t, µ) = 1− ŝ(1− t, µ)

of |t| and min(1, t), respectively. For any t ̸= 0, we have

lim
tk→t,µk↓0

s′(tk, µk) = lim
tk→t,µk↓0

tk√
t2k + 4µ2

k

= sign(t) (2.2a)

lim
tk→t,µk↓0

s′′(tk, µk) = lim
tk→t,µk↓0

4µ2
k

(t2k + 4µ2
k)

3
2

= 0. (2.2b)

For the following six penalty functions

φ1(|t|) =
α|t|

1 + α|t|
, φ2(|t|) = log(α|t|+1), φ3(|t|) = |t|q, φ4(|t|) = λ−

(λ− |t|)2+
λ

,

φ5(|t|) =
∫ |t|

0

min{1, (α− τ/λ)+
α− 1

}dτ, φ6(|t|) =
∫ |t|

0

(1− τ

αλ
)+dτ ,
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we can use these three smoothing functions s(·, µ), ŝ(·, µ), š(·, µ) to define their smooth-
ing functions as follows

φ̃i(s(t, µ), µ) = φi(s(t, µ)), for i = 1, 2, 3, φ̃4(s(t, µ), µ̂) = λ− ŝ2(λ− s(t, µ), µ̂)

λ
,

φ̃5(s(t, µ), µ̂) =

∫ s(t,µ)

0

š(
ŝ(α− τ/λ, µ̂)

α− 1
, µ̂)dτ, φ̃6(s(t, µ), µ̂) =

∫ s(t,µ)

0

ŝ(1− τ

αλ
, µ̂)dτ,

where µ > 0, µ̂ > 0 are smoothing parameters. For simplicity, in the rest of this
paper we set µ = µ̂ and denote φ̃(s(t, µ), µ) = φ̃(s(t, µ)). Since s(·, µ), ŝ(·, µ), š(·, µ)
are twice continuously differentiable, φ̃i(s(·, µ)), i = 1, . . . , 6 are twice continuously
differentiable. Hence we can define the smoothing function f̃(·, µ) of the objective
function f(·) in (1.1) and obtain the following smoothing optimization problem

min
x∈ℜn

f̃(x, µ) := θ(x) + λ

m∑
i=1

φ̃(s(dTi x, µ)) . (2.3)

We can use other smoothing functions of |t| to define smoothing functions φ̃ of φ
that satisfy Assumption 2.1. For example, s(t, µ) = µln(2 + et/µ + e−t/µ). See [7] for
other examples.

The following properties of f̃(x, µ) will be used in the proof for the convergence
of the smoothing trust region Newton method.
(i) f̃(·, µ) is twice continuously differentiable,

∇f̃(x, µ) = ∇θ(x) + λ

m∑
i=1

φ̃′(s(dTi x, µ))s
′(dTi x, µ)di, (2.4a)

∇2f̃(x, µ)

= ∇2θ(x) + λ
m∑
i=1

(φ̃′′(s(dTi x, µ))(s
′(dTi x, µ))

2 + φ̃′(s(dTi x, µ))s
′′(dTi x, µ))did

T
i .(2.4b)

(ii) From (5) of Assumption 2.1, we know f̃(x, µ) ≥ f(x) which implies the level set
of f̃(·, µ) is a subset of the level set of f . Since f has bounded level sets, f̃(·, µ) has
also bounded level sets for any given µ > 0.
(iii) From (4) of Assumption 2.1, for any µ1, µ2, if µ1 ≥ µ2 > 0, f̃(x, µ1) ≥ f̃(x, µ2)
for all x ∈ ℜn.

2.2. A smoothing trust region Newton method for (1.1). In this sub-
section, we propose a smoothing trust region Newton method for solving nonsmooth
problem (1).

In the classic trust region method, there is usually no lower bound ∆ on the trust
region radius. In recent literature [14, 26, 30] for nonsmooth optimization problems,
a lower bound on the trust region radius is introduced to guarantee the global con-
vergence to a stationary point or to have locally superlinear convergence under some
regular conditions. Here, we impose a positive lower bound for the trust region radius
on the successful step to ensure the global convergence of our algorithm to a point
satisfying the second order optimality condition. The different from existing methods
is that in Algorithm 1, the trust region radius is updated when an iterate moves to a
new point (i.e. ρk > η1) or mk(pk) = mk(0) holds.
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Algorithm 1 Smoothing Trust-Region Newton Method

Step 0. Given constants 0 < η1 < η2 < 1, 0 < γ1 < 1 < γ2, 0 < ∆ < ∆ < +∞,
0 < ν < 1, ζ > 0, and initial value µ0 > 0, x0 ∈ ℜn,∆ ≤ ∆0 < ∆. Set k = 0.
Step 1. Compute pk by approximately solving the trust region Newton model

min mk(p) = f̃(xk, µk) + pT∇f̃(xk, µk) +
1

2
pT∇2f̃(xk, µk)p, (2.5a)

s.t. ∥p∥ ≤ ∆k. (2.5b)

Step 2 If mk(pk) = mk(0), set xk+1 = xk, ∆k+1 = max{∆k,∆} and go to Step 3;
Otherwise, compute

ρk =
f̃(xk, µk)− f̃(xk + pk, µk)

mk(0)−mk(pk)
.

Set

∆k+1 =

 min{γ2∆k,∆} if ρk ≥ η2 and ∥pk∥ = ∆k,
γ1∆k if ρk ≤ η1,
∆k otherwise.

If ρk > η1, set xk+1 = xk + pk and ∆k+1 = max{∆,∆k+1}. Otherwise, set xk+1 =
xk.
Step 3 If ∥∇f̃(xk, µk)∥ ≤ ζµk and ∆k ≥ ∆, choose µk+1 ≤ νµk; Otherwise, set
µk+1 = µk. Set k = k + 1 and go to Step 1.

To exploit the second order information conveyed by ∇2f̃(xk, µk) sufficiently, we
require the approximate solution pk in Step 1 satisfying the following quality.

Condition 2.1. (Accuracy of the solution of the trust region subproblem)
1. There exists a constant c1 ∈ (0, 1] such that

mk(0)−mk(pk) ≥ c1(mk(0)−mk(p
∗
k)), (2.6)

for all k, where p∗k is the exact solution of trust region subproblem (2.5).
2. There exists a constant c2 ≥ 1, such that

∥pk∥ ≤ c2∆k, for all k.

Obviously, if pk solves (2.5) exactly, i.e. pk = p∗k, Condition 2.1 holds. There
are many practical algorithms which can obtain approximate solutions that satisfy
Condition 2.1. For detailed discussions, please see Chapter 7 of [12]. In particular,
the algorithm of [31], implemented as GQTPAR as part of the MINPACK software
package, computes an approximate solution of the trust region subproblem by finding
an accurate Lagrange multiplier. An approximate solution obtained by the algorithm
of [31] satisfies Condition 2.1 with c1 = 1 and c2 = 1 + δ, where δ ∈ (0, 1) is some
tolerance parameter. For convex trust region subproblems, the truncated CG gradient
method gives a solution satisfying Condition 2.1 with c1 = 0.5 and c2 = 1 ([46]). It
can be verified that any pk satisfies inequality (2.6), also satisfies

mk(0)−mk(pk) ≥
c1
2
∥∇f̃(xk, µk)∥min(

∥∇f̃(xk, µk)∥
∥∇2f̃(xk, µk)∥

,△k). (2.7)
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See Theorem 4.3 in [36]. It is worth noting that if the objective function of (2.5) is
not convex, negative curvature directions must be explored in order for an algorithm
to guarantee that Condition 2.1 will be satisfied.

Morè and Sorensen [31] show that if pk satisfies Condition 2.1, the following
inequality holds,

mk(0)−mk(pk) ≥
1

2
c1(∥Rkpk∥2 + βk∆

2
k), (2.8)

where βk ≥ 0 and RT
k Rk is the Cholesky factorization of the positive semi-definite

matrix ∇2f̃(xk, µk)+βkI and (∇2f̃(xk, µk)+βkI)p
∗
k = −∇f̃(xk, µk). We will use the

algorithm proposed by Morè and Sorensen to solve the trust region subproblem in our
numerical experiments.

3. Necessary and sufficient optimality conditions. In this section, we present
the first order necessary condition, second order necessary condition and the sufficient
conditions for local minimizers of (1.1). If di = 0 for all i, then f = θ which is twice
continuously differentiable. This paper considers di ̸= 0 for all i.

3.1. Necessary optimality conditions for (1.1). For a given nonzero vector
x̄ ∈ ℜn, let

Ix̄ = {i ∈ {1, · · · ,m} | dTi x̄ = 0} and Jx̄ = {i ∈ {1, · · · ,m} | dTi x̄ ̸= 0}.

Let Yx̄ be an n×(n−ℓ) matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis for {di | i ∈
Ix̄} and Zx̄ be an n × ℓ matrix whose columns are an orthonormal basis for the
null space of {di | i ∈ Ix̄}. Then every x ∈ ℜn can be decomposed uniquely as
x = Yx̄y+Zx̄z, where y ∈ ℜn−ℓ and z ∈ ℜℓ. Note that x̄ ̸= 0 implies that {di, i ∈ Ix̄}
cannot have n linearly independent vectors. Thus ℓ > 0 and Zx̄ has ℓ orthonormal
columns. The following equalities are often used in our analysis.

dTi Zx̄ = 0, ∀ i ∈ Ix̄ and x̄ = Zx̄z̄, (3.1)

where z̄ is uniquely defined by x̄ and the orthogonal decomposition as z̄ = (ZT
x̄ Zx̄)

−1Zx̄x̄.
Our necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for problem (1.1) is based on

a reduced problem in ℜℓ with the following objective function

v(z) = θ(Zx̄z) + λ

m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi Zx̄z|).

Note that φ(0) = 0. From (3.1), v(z) can be written as

v(z) = θ(Zx̄z) + λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

φ(|dTi Zx̄z|).

Moreover, from the assumptions on θ and φ, the function v is an LC1 function around
z̄ = ZT

x̄ x̄ ∈ ℜℓ.
Consider the minimization problem

min
z∈ℜℓ

v(z). (3.2)

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that v is an LC1 function around z ∈ Rℓ.
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(1) [23] If z is a local minimizer of problem (3.2), then

∇v(z) = 0 and ∀a ∈ ℜℓ, there is a V ∈ ∂2v(z) such that aTV a ≥ 0.

(2)[38] If z satisfies

∇v(z) = 0 and V is positive definite ∀V ∈ ∂2
Bv(z),

then z is a strict local minimizer of problem (3.2).
To present the necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for problem (1.1),

we define the following function

w(x) = θ(x) + λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

φ(|dTi x|). (3.3)

Since in a neighborhood of x̄, dTi x ̸= 0 for i ∈ Jx̄, the function w is an LC1 function
around x̄.

The B-generalized Hessian matrix of φ(|dTi x̄|) at x̄ for i ∈ Jx̄ is given by

∂2
Bφ(|dTi x̄|) = {M | ∃xk → x̄,with ∇2φ(|dTi xk|) exist and∇2φ(|dTi xk|) → M}

and the Clarke generalized Hessian matrix is ∂2φ(|dTi x̄|) = co∂2
Bφ(|dTi x̄|). We define

the C-generalized Hessian matrix of w at x̄ as the following [11],

∂2
Cw(x̄) = ∇2θ(x̄) + λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

∂2φ(|dTi x̄|). (3.4)

Here we use the Minkowski addition of sets, which implies [40]

∂2
Cw(x̄) = co{∇2θ(x̄) + λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

∂2
Bφ(|dTi x̄|)}. (3.5)

At the point x̄, from (3.1) we have w(x̄) = w(Zx̄z̄) = v(z̄). We define

∂2
Cv(z̄) = ZT

x̄ ∂
2
Cw(x̄)Zx̄ = {ZT

x̄ HZx̄ |H ∈ ∂2
Cw(x̄)}.

Using (3.4) and (3.5), we can show

∂2
Cv(z̄) = ZT

x̄ ∇2θ(x̄)Zx̄ + λZT
x̄

∑
i∈Jx̄

∂2φ(|dTi x̄|)Zx̄

= co{ZT
x̄ ∇2θ(x̄)Zx̄ + λZT

x̄

∑
i∈Jx̄

∂2
Bφ(|dTi x̄|)Zx̄}.

(3.6)

Lemma 3.2. If z̄ is a local minimizer of problem (3.2), then

∇v(z̄) = 0 and ∀a ∈ ℜℓ, there is a V ∈ ∂2
Cv(z̄) such that aTV a ≥ 0.

Proof. Let a be a fixed nonzero vector in ℜℓ. Let Nz̄ be a neighborhood of z̄
such that |dTi Zx̄z| ̸= 0 for z ∈ Nz̄ and i ∈ Jx̄. Let k0 be a positive integer such that
zk = z̄ + 1

ka ∈ Nz̄ for k ≥ k0. Using the second order Taylor expansion [23, Theorem
2.3] of φ in the Nz̄, we have

v(zk) = v(z̄) +
1

k
aT∇v(z̄) +

1

2k2
aTZT

x̄ ∇2θ(x̂k)Zx̄a+ λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

1

2k2
aTZT

x̄ Mi,kZx̄a, (3.7)
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where x̂k = Zx̄ẑk, Mi,k ∈ ∂2φ(|dTi x̂i,k|) with x̂i,k = Zx̄ẑi,k and x̂k, x̂i,k ∈]x̄, Zx̄zk[.
Here ]x̄, Zx̄zk[ means the line segment between the two points

Since z̄ is a local minimizer and ∇v(z̄) = 0, (3.7) implies that

1

2k2
aTZT

x̄ ∇2θ(x̂k)Zx̄a+ λ
1

2k2

∑
i∈Jx̄

aTZT
x̄ Mi,kZx̄a = v(zk)− v(z) ≥ 0 (3.8)

for all sufficiently large k. Moreover, the assumption that φ′ is locally Lipschitz con-
tinuous in (0,∞) implies that ∂2φ(|dTi x̂i,k|) is bounded in Nz̄, thus {Mi,k} is bounded
in Nz̄ and has a convergent subsequence. Let Mi be the limit of this subsequence for
each i ∈ Jx̄. By the upper-semicontinuous of ∂2φ, we have Mi ∈ ∂2φ(|dTi x̄|).

Moreover, (3.8) implies aTZT
x̄ (∇2θ(ẑk)+λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

Mi,k)Zx̄a ≥ 0 for all sufficiently

large k. Hence taking limit in it gives aTZT
x̄ (∇2θ(x̄) + λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

Mi)Zx̄a ≥ 0 and

ZT
x̄ (∇2θ(Zx̄z) + λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

Mi)Zx̄ ∈ ∂2
Cv(z).

Theorem 3.3. (Second order necessary condition) Under Assumption 1.1,
if x̄ ∈ ℜn is a local minimizer of problem (1.1), then we have

ZT
x̄ ∇w(x̄) = 0 (3.9)

and

∀ a ∈ ℜℓ, there is an H ∈ ∂2
Cw(x̄), such that aTZT

x̄ HZx̄a ≥ 0. (3.10)

Proof. If x̄ = 0 is a local minimizer, then w(x̄) = θ(x̄) and Zx̄ = 0. Thus (3.9) and
(3.10) hold. Let x̄ be an nonzero local minimizer of f(x). Then there exists δx̄ > 0,
such that f(x) ≥ f(x̄), for all x which satisfies ∥x− x̄∥ ≤ δx̄. From (3.1), we have

f(x̄) = min
x

{θ(x) + λ
m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi x|) : ∥x− x̄∥ ≤ δx̄}

= min
y,z

{θ(Yx̄y + Zx̄z) + λ
m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi (Yx̄y + Zx̄z)|) : ∥Yx̄y + Zx̄z − Zx̄z̄∥ ≤ δx̄}

≤ min
z

{θ(Yx̄0 + Zx̄z) + λ

m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi (Yx̄0 + Zx̄z)|) : y = 0, ∥Zx̄z − Zx̄z̄∥ ≤ δx̄}

= min
z

{θ(Zx̄z) + λ

m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi Zx̄z|) : ∥Zx̄(z − z̄)∥ ≤ δx̄}

= min
z

{θ(Zx̄z) + λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

φ(|dTi Zx̄z|) : ∥Zx̄(z − z̄)∥ ≤ δx̄}

= min
z

{v(z) : ∥Zx̄(z − z̄)∥ ≤ δx̄}.

Using φ(0) = 0 and (3.1) again, we obtain

v(z̄) = θ(Zx̄z̄) + λ
m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi Zx̄z̄|) = θ(x̄) + λ
m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi x̄|) = f(x̄). (3.11)

Therefore, we find

v(z̄) ≤ min{v(z) : ∥Zx̄(z − z̄)∥ ≤ δx̄}.
9



Since Zx̄ is of full column rank, z̄ is a local minimizer of v(z). Based on Lemma 3.2,
we have

∇v(z̄) = 0 and ∀ a ∈ ℜℓ there is an ℓ× ℓ matrix V ∈ ∂2
Cv(z̄) such that aTV a ≥ 0.

From ∇v(z̄) = 0 and

∇v(z̄) = ZT
x̄ ∇θ(Zx̄z̄) + λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

ZT
x̄ diφ

′(|dTi Zx̄z̄|)sign(dTi Zx̄z̄) = ZT
x̄ ∇w(x̄),

we derive the first order necessary optimality condition (3.9). Moreover, from (3.6),
we know that for any V ∈ ∂2

Cv(z̄), we can find a matrix H ∈ ∂2
Cw(x̄), such that

V = ZT
x̄ HZx̄. Therefore, the second order necessary optimality condition (3.10) is

proved.
Remark 3.1. (1) If φ is twice continuously differentiable in (0,∞), for example,

the fraction penalty φ1, the Log-penalty φ2, and the Lq penalty φ3, then the function
w is twice continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of x̄ and

∇2w(x̄) = ∇2θ(x̄) + λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

did
T
i φ

′′(|dTi x̄|).

(2) If di = ei, ei is the ith column of the identity matrix, for all i ∈ Jx̄, then all
matrices in ∂diφ

′(|xi|) are diagonal and all their entries are zero except the diagonal
entry at the ith column. Let σi = min{Vii : V ∈ ∂diφ

′(|x̄i|)} for i ∈ Jx̄ and σi = 0
for i ∈ Ix̄. If the matrix

ZT
x̄ ∇2θ(x̄)Zx̄ + λZT

x̄ diag(σ1, · · · , σn)Zx̄

is positive semi-definite, then condition (3.10) holds. Moreover, if φ(|xi|) is twice
differentiable at xi ̸= 0, for example, φ1, φ2, and φ3, then we have

∇2w(x) = ∇2θ(x) + λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

eie
T
i φ

′′(|xi|).

3.2. Sufficient optimality conditions. Now we present a sufficient condition
for minimizers of problem (1.1).

Theorem 3.4. (Second order sufficient condition) Suppose Assumption 1.1
holds and φ′(0+) = +∞. For a given nonzero vector x̄ ∈ ℜn, if

ZT
x̄ ∇w(x̄) = 0 and ZT

x̄ HZx̄ is positive definite ∀H ∈ ∂2
Cw(x̄), (3.12)

then x̄ is a strict local minimizer of problem (1.1).
Proof. Case 1: Ix̄ = ∅. In this case, Zx̄ is an n×n nonsingular matrix and f = w

is an LC1 function around x̄. Hence condition (3.12) becomes to

∇f(x̄) = 0 and H is positive definite ∀H ∈ ∂2
Cf(x̄).

From (2) of Lemma 3.1 and ∂2
Bf(x̄) ⊆ ∂2

Cf(x̄) [11], x̄ is a strict local minimizer of
f(x).

Case 2: Ix̄ ̸= ∅. From the equality in (3.12),

0 = ZT
x̄ ∇w(x̄) = ZT

x̄ (∇θ(Zx̄z̄) + λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

diφ
′(|dTi Zx̄z̄|)sign(dTi Zx̄z̄)) = ∇v(z̄).
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It follows from (3.6) that

∀V ∈ ∂2
Cv(z̄), there is a matrix H ∈ ∂2

Cw(x̄) such that V = ZT
x̄ HZx̄.

According to the second part of (3.12) we know V is positive definite. Then from (2)
of Lemma 3.1 and ∂2

Bv(z̄) ⊆ ∂2
Cv(z̄) [11], z̄ = Zx̄x̄ is a strict local minimizer of v.

Assume to the contrary that x̄ is not a strict local minimizer of problem (1.1).
Then we can find a sequence of nonzero vectors {xl} satisfying

f(x̄+ xl) ≤ f(x̄) and lim
l→∞

xl = 0. (3.13)

Let xl = Yx̄yl + Zx̄zl for all l. Then from (3.11), we have

f(x̄+ xl)− f(x̄) = θ(Zx̄z̄ + Yx̄yl + Zx̄zl) + λ
m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi (Zx̄z̄ + Yx̄yl + Zx̄zl)|)− v(z̄).

If dTi Yx̄yl = 0, for all i ∈ Ix̄ and all sufficiently large l, then from Yx̄yl ∈ Rn−l and
{di, i ∈ Ix̄} has n− l linearly independent vectors, we have Yx̄yl = 0. Hence, from the
above equality we get

f(x̄+ xl)− f(x̄) = θ(Zx̄(z̄ + zl)) + λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

φ(|dTi Zx̄(z̄ + zl)|)− v(z̄) = v(z̄ + zl)− v(z̄)

for all sufficiently large l. Since z̄ is a strict local minimizer of v, for all sufficiently
large l, v(z̄ + zl) > v(z̄), and consequently, f(x̄ + xl) > f(x̄) for all sufficiently large
l, which contradicts (3.13). Hence there must exist a subsequence of {yl} such that
for each l, dTi Yx̄yl ̸= 0 for some i ∈ Ix̄. By passing on the subsequence, without loss
of generality, we assume

∑
i∈Ix̄

|dTi Yx̄yl| ̸= 0 for all sufficiently large l.

By the definition of the function v, x̄ = Zx̄z̄ and dTi Zx̄ = 0 for i ∈ Ix̄, we have

f(x̄+ xl)− f(x̄)

= θ(x̄+ xl) + λ
m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi (x̄+ xl)|)− v(z̄)

= −v(z̄) + λ
∑
i∈Ix̄

φ(|dTi Yx̄yl|) + θ(x̄+ Yx̄yl + Zx̄zl) + λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

φ(|dTi (x̄+ Yx̄yl + Zx̄zl)|)

= v(z̄ + zl)− v(z̄) + λ
∑
i∈Ix̄

φ(|dTi Yx̄yl|) + θ(x̄+ Yx̄yl + Zx̄zl)− θ(x̄+ Zx̄zl)

+λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

(φ(|dTi (x̄+ Yx̄yl + Zx̄zl)|)− φ(|dTi (x̄+ Zx̄zl)|)). (3.14)

Since θ is twice continuously differentiable and φ is LC1 around |dTi x̄|, i ∈ Jx̄, (3.14)
implies that there is a positive constant c such that

f(x̄+ xl)− f(x̄) ≥ v(z̄ + zl)− v(z̄) + λ
∑
i∈Ix̄

φ(|dTi Yx̄yl|)− ∥Yx̄yl∥c.

Now we show that there is c0 > 0 such that

max
i∈Ix̄

|dTi Yx̄yl| ≥ c0∥Yx̄yl∥2. (3.15)
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Let ql = Yx̄yl/∥Yx̄yl∥2. By the definition of Yx̄, we know that ql ∈ span{di, i ∈ Ix̄}.
Hence there is al ∈ R|Ix̄| such that ql = Dal. Let D ∈ Rn×|Ix̄| whose columns are
di, i ∈ Ix̄. Consider

max
i∈Ix̄

|dTi ql| = ∥DT ql∥∞ ≥ min
p

{∥DT p∥∞ : ∥p∥2 = 1, p = Da, a ∈ R|Ix̄| }

=: ∥DTDā∥∞ =: c0.

Since ∥Dā∥2 = 1, we have āTDTDā = 1, which implies DTDā ̸= 0. Hence we have
c0 > 0 and (3.15).

From (ii) of Assumption 1.1 on φ, φ′(0+) = +∞, and liml→∞ dTi Yx̄yl = 0 for
i ∈ Ix̄, there is sufficiently small ε > 0 such that

λ
∑
i∈Ix̄

φ(|dTi Yx̄yl|)− ∥Yx̄yl∥c

≥ λ(φ(c0∥Yx̄yl∥2)− φ(0))− ∥Yx̄yl∥c
≥ (λφ′(ε)c0 − c)∥Yx̄yl)∥ > 0, for all sufficiently large l. (3.16)

Hence f(x̄+ xl) > f(x̄) for all sufficiently large l, which contracts the assumption in
(3.13). This completes the proof.

Remark 3.2. From (3.16), we can see that the assumption φ′(0+) = +∞ in
Theorem 3.4 can be relaxed to φ′(0+) > c/(λc0), where c is a Lipschitz constant of
function w and c0 is defined in (3.15).

For problem (1.1) with φ(dTi x) = |xi|q, i = 1, . . .m and m = n, the sufficient
optimality condition (3.12) can be simplified as:

X∇θ(x) + λq|x|q = 0 and
(
X(∇2θ(x))X + λq(q − 1)|X|q

)
Jx̄,Jx̄

is positive definite,

(3.17)
where X = diag(x).

3.3. Optimality conditions of smoothing problems. The following propo-
sition presents the convergence of the smoothing problem (2.3) to the original problem
(1.1) as the smoothing parameter µ ↓ 0, regarding to the first order and second order
necessary conditions for local minimizers as well as global minimizers.

Proposition 3.5. Under Assumptions 1.1 and 2.1, for any sequence {µk}, which
satisfies µk > 0 and limk→∞ µk = 0, the following statements hold.
(1) Let {xµk

} be a sequence of vectors satisfying the first order necessary condition
of (2.3) with µ = µk, then any accumulation point of {xµk

} satisfies the first order
necessary condition (3.9).
(2) Let {xµk

} be a sequence of vectors satisfying the second order necessary condition
of (2.3) with µ = µk, then any accumulation point of {xµk

} satisfies the second order
necessary condition (3.9) and (3.10).
(3) Let {xµk

} be a sequence of global minimizers of the smooth approximation (2.3)
with µ = µk, then any accumulation point of {xµk

} is a global minimizer of (1.1).
Proof. Suppose that {xµk

} has a convergent subsequence with an accumulation
point x̄. By working on the subsequence, we may assume that {xµk

} converges to x̄
in this proof for simplicity.
(1) Because xµk

satisfies the first order necessary condition of the smooth minimization
(2.3), we have

∇f̃(xµk
, µk) = ∇θ(xµk

) + λ
m∑
i=1

diφ̃
′(s(dTi xµk

, µk))s
′(dTi xµk

, µk) = 0. (3.18)
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Multiplying ZT
x̄ on both sides of the above equation, we get

ZT
x̄ ∇θ(xµk

) + λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

ZT
x̄ diφ̃

′(s(dTi xµk
, µk))s

′(dTi xµk
, µk) = 0,

due to the fact that ZT
x̄ di = 0 for all i ̸∈ Jx̄. From (3) of Assumption 2.1, for all

i ∈ Jx̄, we have

lim
k→∞

φ̃′(s(dTi xµk
, µk))s

′(dTi xµk
, µk) = φ′(|dTi x̄|)sign(dTi x̄).

Consequently, we have

0 = lim
k→∞

(ZT
x̄ ∇θ(xµk

) + λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

ZT
x̄ diφ̃

′(s(dTi xµk
, µk))s

′(dTi xµk
, µk))

= ZT
x̄ ∇θ(x̄) + λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

ZT
x̄ diφ

′(|dTi x̄|)sign(dTi x̄) = ZT
x̄ ∇w(x̄),

i.e. x̄ satisfies the first order necessary condition (3.9).
(2) Suppose x̄ does not satisfy the second order necessary condition (3.9) and (3.10)
of problem (1.1). It follows from Theorem 3.3 that there exists a nonzero vector a
such that

aTZT
x̄ HZx̄a < 0, ∀H ∈ ∂2

Cw(x̄).

From (2.2b), (2.4b) and (3) of Assumption 2.1, we know there is Ĥ ∈ ∂2
Cw(x̄) such

that

aTZT
x̄ (∇2θ(x̄) + λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

did
T
i lim

k→∞
(φ̃′′(s(dTi xµk

, µk))(s
′(dTi xµk

, µk))
2

+φ̃′(s(dTi xµk
, µk))s

′′(dTi xµk
, µk)))Zx̄a = aTZT

x̄ ĤZx̄a

which implies that

aTZT
x̄ (∇2θ(xµk

) + λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

did
T
i (φ̃

′′(s(dTi xµk
, µk))(s

′(dTi xµk
, µk))

2

+φ̃′(s(dTi xµk
, µk))s

′′(dTi xµk
, µk)))Zx̄a < 0 (3.19)

for sufficiently large k. However, because xµk
satisfies the second order necessary

condition of the smooth minimization (2.3), xµk
satisfies (3.18) and the matrix

∇2f̃(xµk
, µk) = ∇2θ(xµk

) + λ

m∑
i=1

(φ̃′′(s(dTi xµk
, µk))(s

′(dTi xµk
, µk))

2

+φ̃′(s(dTi xµk
, µk))s

′′(dTi xµk
, µk))did

T
i

is positive semi-definite. Consequently, we obtain

0 ≤ aTZT
x̄ ∇2f̃(xµk

, µk)Zx̄a

= aTZT
x̄ (∇2θ(xµk

) + λ
m∑
i=1

(φ̃′′(s(dTi xµk
, µk))(s

′(dTi xµk
, µk))

2

+φ̃′(s(dTi xµk
, µk))s

′′(dTi xµk
, µk))did

T
i )Zx̄a

= aTZT
x̄ (∇2θ(xµk

) + λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

(φ̃′′(s(dTi xµk
, µk))(s

′(dTi xµk
, µk))

2

+φ̃′(s(dTi xµk
, µk))s

′′(dTi xµk
, µk))did

T
i )Zx̄a,
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which contradicts (3.19). The contradiction shows that x̄ satisfies the second order
necessary condition (3.9) and (3.10) of nonsmooth minimization (1.1).
(3) Let x∗ be a global minimizer of (1.1), we know

θ(xµk
)+λ

m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi xµk
|) ≤ θ(xµk

)+λ
m∑
i=1

φ̃(s(dTi xµk
, µk)) ≤ θ(x∗)+λ

m∑
i=1

φ̃(s(dTi x
∗, µk)),

where the first inequality is from (4) of Assumption 2.1. Let k → ∞, we have

θ(x̄) + λ
m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi x̄|) ≤ θ(x∗) + λ
m∑
i=1

φ(|dTi x∗|).

Hence x̄ is a global minimizer of (1.1).

4. Convergence analysis. In this section, we will present convergence analysis
of the smoothing trust region Newton method for problem (1.1).

Lemma 4.1. Consider the iterates {xk} and {µk} generated by Algorithm 1.
Define the index set

K := {k | ∥∇f̃(xk, µk)∥ ≤ ζµk and ∆k ≥ ∆}. (4.1)

If K is an infinite set, then

lim inf
k→∞

∥∇f̃(xk, µk)∥ = 0.

Proof. Let K = {kj , j = 1, 2, · · · } with 0 ≤ k1 < k2 < k3 < · · · . From 0 < ν < 1
and

0 < µkj ≤ νµkj−1 = νµkj−1 ≤ ν2µkj−2 = ν2µkj−2 ≤ · · · ≤ νj−1µk1

we get limj→∞ µkj = 0, if K is an infinite set. This implies that limk→∞ µk = 0 be-
cause our algorithm generates a monotonically decreasing sequence {µk}∞k=1. There-
fore, the following inequalities

∥∇f̃(xkj , µkj )∥ ≤ ζµkj ≤ ζνj−1µk0

give that limj→∞ ∥∇f̃(xkj , µkj )∥ = 0. Consequently, lim infk→∞ ∥∇f̃(xk, µk)∥ = 0.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose f has bounded level sets and Assumptions 1.1, 2.1 hold.

Consider the iterates {xk} and {µk} generated by applying Algorithm 1 to problem
(1.1). Then K defined in (4.1) is an infinite set.

Proof. Suppose K is finite. Then based on the definition of K and the design
of Algorithm 1, there exists a nonnegative integer K̂, such that for all nonnegative
integers j, µK̂+j = µK̂ and

∥∇f̃(xk+j , µK̂)∥ > ζµK̂ or ∆k+j < ∆. (4.2)

Note that f̃(·, µK̂) has bounded level sets. Denote

Ω̂ := {x | f̃(x, µK̂) ≤ f̃(xK̂ , µK̂)} and Ω̂(∆) = {x|∥x− y∥ ≤ ∆ for some y ∈ Ω̂}.

From the design of Algorithm 1 and Assumption 2.1, we know

f̃(xK̂ , µK̂) ≥ f̃(xK̂+j , µK̂+j) = f̃(xK̂+j , µK̂) for all nonegative integers j.
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So {xK̂+j} ⊆ Ω̂. Since f̃(·, µK̂) is twice continuously differentiable on ℜn, we have

MK̂ = max
x∈Ω̂(∆)

∥∇2f̃(x, µK̂)∥ < +∞.

From the classic convergent result for the smooth optimization(e.g. See Theorem
4.6 in [36]), we can claim that

lim
j→∞

∇f̃(xK̂+j , µK̂) = 0. (4.3)

Since ζµK̂ > 0, there exists a positive integer Ĵ , such that

∥∇f̃(xK̂+j , µK̂)∥ < ζµK̂ , for all j ≥ Ĵ . (4.4)

Case 1: ∥∇f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)∥ ≠ 0. In this case, it follows from Condition 2.1 that
mK̂+Ĵ(pK̂+Ĵ) ̸= mK̂+Ĵ(0). If ρK̂+Ĵ > η1, we have that ∆K̂+Ĵ+1 ≥ ∆. According to
(4.4), we have

∥∇f̃(xK̂+Ĵ+1, µK̂)∥ < ζµK̂ .

This means that

∆K̂+Ĵ+1 ≥ ∆ and ∥∇f̃(xK̂+Ĵ+1, µK̂)∥ < ζµK̂ ,

which contracts (4.2). Therefore, ρK̂+Ĵ < η1, which implies

xK̂+Ĵ+1 = xK̂+Ĵ and ∆K̂+Ĵ+1 ≤ γ1∆K̂+Ĵ .

The above arguments are still true when Ĵ is replaced by Ĵ + 1. Thus, by induction,

ρK̂+j < η1, xK̂+j = xK̂+Ĵ and ∆K̂+j ≤ γj−Ĵ
1 ∆K̂+Ĵ , for all j > Ĵ . (4.5)

Since f̃(·, µK̂) has bounded level sets. Denote

Ω̄ = {x | f̃(x, µK̂) ≤ f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)} and Ω̄(∆) = {x|∥x− y∥ ≤ ∆ for some y ∈ Ω̄}.

Together with the continuity of ∇2f̃(·, µK̂), we have

M̄ = max
x∈Ω̄(∆)

{∥∇2f̃(x, µK̂)∥2} < +∞.

Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [36], because f̃(·, µK̂) is twice continuously
differentiable, from Taylor’s Theorem we can get

|mk(pk)− f̃(xk + pk, µK̂)| ≤ 1

2
∥pk∥2 max

0≤τ≤1
∥∇2f(xK̂+Ĵ)−∇2f̃(xK̂+Ĵ + τpk, µK̄)∥

≤ 1

2
(M + M̄)∥pk∥2,

where M = ∥∇2f(xK̂+Ĵ)∥. From Assumption 2.1 and (2.7), we have for all k > K̂+ Ĵ
that

mk(0)−mk(pk) ≥
c1
2
∥∇f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)∥min(

∥∇f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)∥
M

,△k).
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Since ∥∇f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)∥ ≠ 0, for all k > K̂ + Ĵ , it follows that

|ρk − 1| =

∣∣∣∣∣mk(pk)− f̃(xK̂+Ĵ + pk, µK̂)

mk(0)−mk(pk)

∣∣∣∣∣
≤ (M + M̄)c22∆

2
k

c1∥∇f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)∥min
(
∥∇f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)∥/M,∆k

) .
The above inequality and the last inequality in (4.5) imply that limk→∞ ρk = 1, which
contradicts the first inequality in (4.5).
Case 2: ∥∇f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)∥ = 0 and ∇2f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂) is positive semi-definite. In this
case, mK̂+Ĵ(pK̂+Ĵ) = mK̂+Ĵ(0). Then xK̂+Ĵ = xK̂+Ĵ+1 and ∆K̂+Ĵ+1 ≥ ∆. So

∆K̂+Ĵ+1 ≥ ∆ and ∥∇f̃(xK̂+Ĵ+1, µK̂)∥ = 0 < ζµK̂ ,

which contracts (4.2).
Case 3: ∥∇f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)∥ = 0 and ∇2f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂) has a negative eigenvalue. In
this case, the exact solution p∗

K̂+Ĵ
of (2.5) must be on the boundary of the feasible

region. Hence from △k > 0 and Condition 2.1, we have mK̂+Ĵ(pK̂+Ĵ) ̸= mK̂+Ĵ(0).
If ρK̂+Ĵ+j ≤ η1 for all nonnegative integers j, according to Algorithm 1, we have

xK̂+Ĵ+j = xK̂+Ĵ and ∆K̂+Ĵ+j = γ1∆K̂+Ĵ+j−1 = γj
1∆K̂+Ĵ . (4.6)

Then, mK̂+Ĵ+j(·) = mK̂+Ĵ(·) for all nonnegative integers j. Because ∇2f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)
has a negative eigenvalue, we have β > 0, where −β is the smallest eigenvalue of
∇2f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂). Then βK̂+Ĵ+j ≥ β > 0. This, together with Condition 2.1, implies
that

mK̂+Ĵ(0)−mK̂+Ĵ(pK̂+Ĵ+j) ≥
1

2
c1(∥RK̂+Ĵ+jpK̂+Ĵ+j∥

2 + βK̂+Ĵ+j∆
2
K̂+Ĵ+j

)

≥ c1
2
βK̂+Ĵ+j∆

2
K̂+Ĵ+j

≥ c1
2
β∆2

K̂+Ĵ+j
≥ c1β

2c22
∥pK̂+Ĵ+j∥

2.

From Taylor’s Theorem we have

mK̂+Ĵ(pK̂+Ĵ+j)− f̃(xK̂+Ĵ + pK̂+Ĵ+j , µK̂)

=
1

2
pT
K̂+Ĵ+j

(∇2f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)−∇2f̃(xK̂+Ĵ + τpK̂+Ĵ+j , µK̂))pK̂+Ĵ+j ,

for some τ ∈ [0, 1], which yields

|mK̂+Ĵ(pK̂+Ĵ+j)− f̃(xK̂+Ĵ+j + pK̂+Ĵ+j , µK̂)|

≤ 1

2
∥pK̂+Ĵ+j∥

2∥∇2f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)−∇2f̃(xK̂+Ĵ + τpK̂+Ĵ+j , µK̂)∥.

Consequently,

|ρK̂+Ĵ+j − 1| ≤ c22
βc1

∥∇2f̃(xK̂+Ĵ , µK̂)−∇2f̃(xK̂+Ĵ + τpK̂+Ĵ+j , µK̂)∥. (4.7)

Moreover, (4.6) implies that {∆K̂+Ĵ+j} converges to zero as j goes to infinity and

hence {∥pK̂+Ĵ+j∥} also converges to zero. Thus, relation (4.7) and the uniform con-

tinuity of ∇2f̃(·, µK̂) on Ω imply that ρK̂+Ĵ+j > η1 for all sufficiently large j, which
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contracts to our assumption ρK̂+Ĵ+j ≤ η1 for all positive integers j. This contradic-

tion shows that there must be a positive integer j̃ such that ρK̂+Ĵ+j̃ > η1.According

to Algorithm 1, ∆K̂+Ĵ+j̃+1 ≥ ∆. Thus, for the positive integer K̂+ Ĵ + j̃+1 we have

∆K̂+Ĵ+j̃+1 ≥ ∆ and ∥∇f̃(xK̂+Ĵ+j̃+1, µK̂)∥ < ζµK̂ ,

which contracts (4.2) again.
In all the cases, we find the contradictory to the assumption that K is finite.

Therefore, K is an infinite set.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose assumptions of Lemma 4.2 hold. Consider the iterates

{xk} and {µk} generated by applying Algorithm 1 to problem (1.1). For any infinite
subsequence K2 ⊂ K at which limk→∞,k∈K2 xk exist, we have

lim
k→∞,k∈K2

βk = 0, (4.8)

where βk satisfies (2.8).
Proof. For any k ∈ K, from the construction of K, only two situations can happen:

(i) mk(pk) ̸= mk(0) and ρk > η1. In this case, since mk(0)−mk(pk) > 0 and f̃(x, µ)
is an increasing function in µ, we have

f̃(xk, µk)− f̃(xk+1, µk+1) ≥ f̃(xk, µk)− f̃(xk+1, µk)

= f̃(xk, µk)− f̃(xk + pk, µk) > η1(mk(pk)−mk(0)).

(ii) mk(pk) = mk(0). In this case,

f̃(xk, µk)− f̃(xk+1, µk+1) = f̃(xk, µk)− f̃(xk, µk+1) ≥ 0 = η1(mk(pk)−mk(0)).

Hence, in both cases, we have that

∆k ≥ ∆ and f̃(xk, µk)− f̃(xk+1, µk+1) ≥ η1(mk(pk)−mk(0)), ∀k ∈ K.

It follows from (2.8) that

mk(0)−mk(pk) ≥
1

2
c1(∥Rkpk∥2 + βk∆

2
k) ≥

1

2
c1βk∆

2
k.

Therefore, for all k ∈ K, we have that

f̃(xk, µk)− f̃(xk+1, µk+1) ≥
1

2
η1c1βk∆

2
k ≥ 1

2
η1c1βk∆

2. (4.9)

Sort the index in K2 in ascending order and denote the j-th element as kj , from (4.9)
we have that

f̃(xkj , µkj )− f̃(xkj+1 , µkj+1) =

kj+1−kj−1∑
i=0

(f̃(xkj+i, µkj+i)− f̃(xkj+i+1, µkj+i+1))

≥ f̃(xkj , µkj )− f̃(xkj+1, µkj+1) ≥
1

2
η1c1βkj∆

2 ,

for any j ≥ 1. Consequently, (4.8) holds because limj→∞ xkj exists and ∆ > 0.

Theorem 4.4. (Global convergence to second-order stationary points)
Suppose assumptions of Lemma 4.2 hold. Apply Algorithm 1 to problem (1.1). Then
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any accumulation point of {xk} satisfies the second order necessary condition (3.9)-
(3.10).

Proof. From Lemma 4.2, we know that K is an infinite set, limk→∞ µk = 0 and

lim
k→∞,k∈K

∥∇f̃(xk, µk)∥ = lim
k→∞,k∈K

∥∇θ(xk)+λ
m∑
i=1

diφ̃
′(s(dTi xk, µk))s

′(dTi xk, µk)∥ = 0.

Moreover, from (4.9), we have f̃(xk, µk) ≥ f̃(xk+1, µk+1), k ∈ K. Since f̃ has bound
level sets, {xk} is in a compact set. Hence {xk}k∈K has at least one accumulating
point. For any accumulation point x̄ of {xk}k∈K, there exists a subset K2 such that
limk→∞,k∈K2 xk = x̄. Then we have

0 = lim
k→∞,k∈K2

∥∥∥∥∥ZT
x̄ [∇θ(xk) + λ

m∑
i=1

diφ̃
′(s(dTi xk, µk))s

′(dTi xk, µk)]

∥∥∥∥∥
= lim

k→∞,k∈K2

∥ZT
x̄ ∇θ(xk) + λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

ZT
x̄ diφ̃

′(s(dTi xk, µk))s
′(dTi xk, µk)∥.

Consequently, due to (3) of Assumption 2.1 and the fact that ∇θ(·) is continuously
differentiable on ℜn,

0 = lim
k→∞,k∈K2

(ZT
x̄ ∇θ(xk) + λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

ZT
x̄ diφ̃

′(s(dTi xk, µk))s
′(dTi xk, µk))

= ZT
x̄ ∇θ(x̄) + λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

ZT
x̄ diφ

′(|dTi x̄|)sign(dTi x̄) = ZT
x̄ ∇w(x̄) ,

which means x̄ satisfies condition (3.9).
To show x̄ satisfies condition (3.10), we need to prove that for any a ∈ ℜn, there

exists a matrix H ∈ ∂2
Cw(x̄), such that aTZT

x̄ HZx̄a ≥ 0. We prove this result by
contradiction. Suppose there exists a nonzero vector a such that

aTZT
x̄ HZx̄a < 0, ∀H ∈ ∂2

Cw(x̄). (4.10)

Since ∇2f̃(xk, µk) + βkI is positive semi-definite, we have

0 ≤ aTZT
x̄ (∇2f̃(xk, µk) + βkI)Zx̄a

= aTZT
x̄ (∇2θ(xk) + λ

m∑
i=1

did
T
i (φ̃

′′(s(dTi xk, µk))(s
′(dTi xk, µk))

2

+φ̃′(s(dTi xk, µk))s
′′(dTi xk, µk)) + βkI)Zx̄a

= aTZT
x̄ ∇2θ(xk)Zx̄a+ λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

aTZT
x̄ did

T
i Zx̄a(φ̃

′′(s(dTi xk, µk))(s
′(dTi xk, µk))

2

+φ̃′(s(dTi xk, µk))s
′′(dTi xk, µk)) + βk∥Zx̄a∥2.

Based on Lemma 4.3, we know that {βk}k∈K2 goes to zero as k goes to infinity. Thus,
by letting k go to infinity in K2, we obtain that

λ
∑
i∈Jx̄

aTZT
x̄ did

T
i Zx̄a lim

k→∞,k∈K2

(φ̃′′(s(dTi xk, µk))(s
′(dTi xk, µk))

2

+φ̃′(s(dTi xk, µk))s
′′(dTi xk, µk)) + aTZT

x̄ ∇2θ(x̄)Zx̄a ≥ 0, (4.11)
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where limk→∞,k∈K2(φ̃
′′(s(dTi xk, µk))(s

′(dTi xk, µk))
2+ φ̃′(s(dTi xk, µk))s

′′(dTi xk, µk)) ∈
∂2φ(|dTi x̄|), i ∈ Jx̄ by (3) of Assumption 2.1.

Note that aTZT
x̄ did

T
i Zx̄a ≥ 0, i ∈ Jx̄, and Jx̄ ⊆ Jxk

. From (4.11) we derive
that there is H ∈ ∂2

Cw(x̄) such that aTZT
x̄ HZx̄a ≥ 0, which contradicts (4.10). This

contradiction shows that x̄ satisfies (3.10).
Corollary 4.5. Suppose that φ is twice continuously differentiable in ℜ except

at 0, and φ′(0+) = +∞. If x̄ is an accumulation point of {xk}k∈K at which

ZT
x̄ ∇2θ(x̄)Zx̄ + λ

∑
i∈Jx̄

ZT
x̄ did

T
i Zx̄φ

′′(|dTi x̄|) (4.12)

is nonsingular, then x̄ is a strict local minimizer of (1.1).
Proof. Since φ is twice continuously differentiable except at 0, we know

∂2
Cw(x̄) = ∂2w(x̄) = ∂2

Bw(x̄) = {∇2θ(x̄) +
∑
i∈Jx̄

did
T
i φ

′′(|dTi x̄|)}.

From Theorem 4.4, we know that the matrix in (4.12) is positive semi-definite. Our
non-singularity assumption implies that the matrix is positive definite. Thus, it follows
from Theorem 3.4 that x̄ is a strict local minimizer.

5. Numerical Experiments. In this section, we test the effectiveness of Algo-
rithm 1, smoothing trust region Newton method. We implemented Algorithm 1 in
Matlab, and called the Fortran subroutine GQTPAR [31] to solve the trust region
subproblem (2.5). GQTPAR is implemented based on the approach of Morè and
Sorensen for the trust region subproblem, which is guaranteed to produce a nearly
optimal solution of (2.5) satisfying Condition 2.1(See Sections 3 and 4 of [31]).

In theory, we have proved that when the solution found for the trust region sub-
problem (2.5) satisfies Condition 2.1, with the smoothing parameter µk approaching
zero, the iterates generated by Algorithm 1 would globally converge to a point satisfy-
ing the second order necessary condition (3.9)-(3.10) in Theorem 4.4. In our numerical
tests, we terminated the iterates when the smoothing parameter is small enough (i.e.
the smoothing function approximates the original objective function good enough),
and the corresponding smoothing minimization problem is solved accurately enough.
In particular, the termination criterions for Algorithm 1 are

µk ≤ µ̄ and ∥∇f̃(xk, µk)∥ ≤ µ̄, (5.1)

for a given tolerance µ̄ > 0.
For the experiments described in this section, the values of parameters in Algo-

rithm 1 are chosen as follows. The initial point is x0 = 0; the initial trust region
radius is ∆0 = 1; the parameters for adjusting trust region radius are η1 = 0.1,
η2 = 0.9, γ1 = 0.5, γ2 = 2, ∆ = 10−4 and ∆ = 1012; the initial smoothing parameter
is µ0 = 0.01; the reducing rate for the smoothing parameter is ν = 0.1; the tolerance
for termination is µ̄ = 10−4; and ζ = 1. The norm ∥ · ∥ is the Euclidean norm.

We test Algorithm 1 with the six penalty functions φ1, · · · , φ6 in section 1 and
their smoothing functions φ̃1, · · · , φ̃6 in subsection 2.1. We select the value of λ in
the interval [5, 70] with a step length 0.5. On the value of α, for φ1, φ2, we adopt the
commonly used value α = 1.0; for the SCAD penalty function φ5, we adopt α = 3.7
based on the suggestion of Fan and Li [15]; and for φ6, we choose α = 2.7 which
performs reasonably well for our experiments in this paper. For the function φ3, we
use q = 0.3, 0.4, ..., 0.9 in Example 4.1 and q = 0.5, 1.0 in Examples 4.2 - 4.3.
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Table 5.1: Results for Prostate Cancer

φ1 φ2 φ3(q=1.0) φ3(q=0.5) φ4 φ5 φ6

λ 14.5 14.5 14.5 8.0 7.5 14.5 14.5
α 1.0 1.0 (-) (-) (-) 3.7 2.7

0.607 0.596 0.549 0.646 0.559 0.549 0.551
0.210 0.220 0.216 0.275 0.215 0.216 0.216
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.088 0.083 0.091 0 0.087 0.091 0.091
0.133 0.150 0.158 0.128 0.152 0.158 0.157
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.042 0.046 0.061 0 0.055 0.061 0.060
MSE 0.446 0.444 0.451 0.428 0.450 0.451 0.451

Example 4.1 (Prostate Cancer) The prostate cancer data comes from a study
in [42] that examined the correlation between the level of prostate specific antigen and
a number of clinical measures. The data set is downloaded from the web site
http://stat.stanford.edu/ tibs/ElemStatLearn/data.html. It consists of the
medical records of 97 patients who were about to receive a radical prostatectomy. Each
record contains eight predictors(lcavol, lweight, age, lbph, svi,lcp, gleason, pgg45) and
one outcome(lpsa). These 97 records were further divided into two parts: a training
set with 67 observations and a test set with 30 observations. More detailed explanation
for the data set can be found in [22, 42].

Let the prediction error be the mean squared errors(MSE) over the test set. In
this experiment, we want to find fewer main factors with smaller prediction error
by fitting a linear model θ(x) = ∥Ax − b∥22. We first run the experiment with the
six penalty functions φ1, · · · , φ6. For the Lq penalty function φ3, we choose two
commonly used values: q = 1(Lasso) and q = 0.5( 12 -norm). Let x̄ be the solution
obtained by our algorithm, for all i = 1, · · · , n, if the i-th component x̄i ≤ 10µ̄, we
truncated this component of x̄ as 0, i.e. x̄i := 0. The MSE values in Table 5.1 were
computed before such components were set to zero.

Seven sets of experiment results with the corresponding penalty functions and
values of parameters are reported in Table 5.1. From this table we can see that
our algorithm can find sparse solutions on the Prostate Cancer dataset with the six
different penalty functions. Among these results, the model using the Lq penalty
function φ3 with q = 0.5 gives the best solution. In fact, compared with the results
reported in [9, 22], we successfully found a better solution in the sense that our solution
is sparser and has lower MSE.

Since the Lq penalty φ3 with q = 0.5 performs best on this dataset, we concentrate
on φ3 for the rest part of this test. Generally speaking, for the Lq penalty, the smaller
the value of q is, the similar to the 0-norm. Since the utilization of 0-norm is the “best”
choice from the modelling point of view, it is reasonable to use small values of q. Thus
we fix the parameter λ = 8 and varies q from 0.9 to 0.3 with a step length 0.1. The
corresponding results are listed in Table 5.2. From Table 5.2 we can see that in
general when q is reduced, Algorithm 1 finds sparser solution with smaller prediction
error. Furthermore, for all these solutions, besides the termination conditions (5.1)
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Table 5.2: Results for prostate cancer data with Lq penalty function φ3 and λ = 8.

q = 0.9 q = 0.8 q = 0.7 q = 0.6 q = 0.5 q = 0.4 q = 0.3
0.566 0.583 0.609 0.620 0.646 0.656 0.654
0.226 0.226 0.223 0.229 0.275 0.278 0.284
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.132 0.123 0.114 0.098 0 0 0
0.188 0.184 0.191 0.178 0.128 0.119 0.129
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.075 0.053 0 0 0 0 0
MSE 0.453 0.446 0.436 0.433 0.428 0.431 0.427

are satisfied, the second order sufficient conditions (3.17) are also satisfied numerically,
i.e. ∥X∇θ(x) + λq|x|q∥ ≤ 10µ̄ and the matrix(

X(∇2θ(x))X + λq(q − 1)|X|q
)
Jx̄,Jx̄

is positive definite, which verifies our theoretical results in the previous sections.
Example 4.2 (Linear Regression) Consider the data model

b = aTx+ σϵ,

where x = (3, 1.5, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0)T , ϵ ∼ N(0, 1), and the input a is an 8-dimensional
vector from multivariate normal distribution with covariance between ai and aj being
0.5|i−j|(1 ≤ i, j ≤ 8). Linear regression ( i.e. θ(x) = ∥Ax−b∥2) with different kinds of
penalty terms can be used to estimate x from the sampled data set. The data model
was first given by Tibshirani in [43] and used as a test problem in many papers. Here
we follow the experiment setting in [15]: First, let n = 40 and σ = 3; Then σ is
reduced to 1; Finally the sample size n is increased to 60. For each pair (n, σ), 100
datasets are randomly generated and all the results are based on the average of 100
runs.

To measure the sparsity of the solution, the average of zero coefficients is reported
in Table 5.3, in which the column labeled “Correct” presents the average restricted
only to the true zero coefficients, and the column labeled “Incorrect” depicts the
average of coefficients erroneously set to 0. To measure the zero element numerically,
denote the estimator found by our algorithm as x̄ and the true solution as x∗. For any
component x̄i ≤ 10µ̄, i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, if the component x∗

i = 0, we say this component
is correctly recognized as zero and add one to the value of “C”; otherwise we say
this component is incorrectly recognized as zero and add one to the value of “IC”.
Furthermore, define the model error ME(x̄) by ME(x̄) = (x̄− x∗)TΣ(x̄− x∗), where
Σ denotes the variance/covariance matrix of the regressors. Let xLS be the least
squares estimator, then the relative model error of x̄ is

RME(x̄) =
(x̄− x∗)TΣ(x̄− x∗)

(xLS − x∗)TΣ(xLS − x∗)
.

Obviously, for two different estimators, when the values of “C” and “IC” are the
same, the one with the smaller value of RME is better. So to reflect the quality
of the solution found by our algorithm, in Table 5.3 we report the median relative
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Table 5.3: Results of Linear Regression

Avg. No. of 0 Coefficients
Method Param. MRME (%) Correct Incorrect

n = 40, σ = 3
φ1 λ = 70.0, α = 1.0 0.40 4.75 0.29
φ2 λ = 70.0, α = 1.0 0.40 4.78 0.30
φ3 λ = 49.0, q = 0.5 0.30 4.81 0.31
φ3 λ = 50.0, q = 1.0 0.81 4.12 0.11
φ4 λ = 26.0 0.69 4.09 0.07
φ5 λ = 57.0, α = 3.7 0.68 4.10 0.06
φ6 λ = 47.5, α = 2.7 0.76 4.05 0.04

n = 40, σ = 1
φ1 λ = 41.5, α = 1.0 0.31 5.00 0
φ2 λ = 40.0, α = 1.0 0.36 5.00 0
φ3 λ = 19.0, q = 0.5 0.13 5.00 0
φ3 λ = 20.0, q = 1.0 0.73 4.04 0
φ4 λ = 8.5 0.48 4.13 0
φ5 λ = 17.5, α = 3.7 0.67 4.05 0
φ6 λ = 19.5, α = 2.7 0.91 4.18 0

n = 60, σ = 1
φ1 λ = 44.5, α = 1.0 0.21 5.00 0
φ2 λ = 44.5, α = 1.0 0.47 5.00 0
φ3 λ = 20.0, q = 0.5 0.11 5.00 0
φ3 λ = 22.5, q = 1.0 0.76 4.17 0
φ4 λ = 11.5 0.42 4.25 0
φ5 λ = 24.5, α = 3.7 0.79 4.15 0
φ6 λ = 22.5, α = 2.7 0.89 4.21 0

model error (MRME) [15] for each 100 randomly generated datasets at the same time.
The results in Table 5.3 show that, our algorithm can find sparse solutions with small
model error, and the quality of the solutions is improved with the increasing of dataset
size or the decreasing of noise level.

Example 4.3 (Logistic Regression) In this example, we want to test our
algorithm with a general regression function θ(x) instead of the linear least square
term ∥Ax−b∥2 in the objective function (1.1). We use a data model given by Fan and
Li in [15]: 100 datasets is simulated consisting of 200 observations from the model
b ∼ Beroulli{p(aTx)}, where p(u) = exp(u)/(1 + exp(u)). The first six components
of a and x are the same as those in Example 4.2. The last two components of a are
independently identically distributed as a Bernoulli distribution with probability of
success 0.5. Based on the above distribution of data, the logistic regression model is

θ(x) =
n∑

i=1

ln
e−bi(x

T ai)

1 + exT ai
.

Following the experiment setting in [15], we set the sample size n and the noise level
σ as 200 and 1, respectively. The values of “C”, “IC”, and “MRME” based on the
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Table 5.4: Results of Logistic Regression

Avg. No. of 0 Coefficients
Method Param. MRME (%) Correct Incorrect

φ1 λ = 11.0, α = 1.0 0.02 4.97 0.02
φ2 λ = 10.5, α = 1.0 0.03 4.94 0.00
φ3 λ = 7.5, q = 0.5 0.01 5.00 0.04
φ3 λ = 21.5, q = 1.0 0.47 4.91 0.03
φ4 λ = 9.5 0.50 4.90 0.04
φ5 λ = 21.0, α = 3.7 0.45 4.84 0.01
φ6 λ = 20.0, α = 2.7 0.42 4.94 0.00

average of 100 runs are listed in Table 5.4, from which we can see that for a general
function θ(·), Algorithm 1 can also find sparse solutions with small prediction error .

6. Conclusion. In this paper, we give affine-scaled second order necessary and
sufficient conditions for local minimizers of a special class of non-Lipschitz optimiza-
tion problems, and propose a smoothing trust region Newton method for solving such
problems. Global convergence results of our algorithm indicate that our method can
find a point satisfying the affine-scaled second order necessary optimality condition
from any starting point. We also present numerical results which demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method.

The condition

∥∇f̃(xk, µk)∥ ≤ ζµk (6.1)

in Step 3 of Algorithm 1 plays an important role for the convergence theorems and
numerical experiments. Condition (6.1) and stopping condition (5.1) are very strict
for smoothing algorithms if we choose a very small initial smoothing parameter µ0.
Note that (6.1) is not a stopping condition for our trust region Newton method. We
use (6.1) as an updating condition to monitor when the smoothing parameter should
be updated. In contrast with other smoothing algorithms that solve a smoothing
problem with a fixed smoothing parameter, the trust region Newton method updates
the smoothing parameter in the iterations to find a stationary point of the original
problem. The reasons that we can use (5.1) and (6.1) in our algorithm and numerical
experiment might be that we use the trust region Newton method for the smoothing
problem (as trust region Newton method generally can find a very high accurate ap-
proximation solution), and update the smoothing parameter with an adapted scheme
and a good initial µ0. In a practical implementation of the trust region Newton
method for large scale problems, the stopping condition (5.1) can be modified. For
example, the algorithm is terminated when either condition (5.1) holds or a certain
number of iterations is reached.
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